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Abstract

Background: In spite of existing vaccination programs in many countries, outbreaks of pertussis are still reported. In Iran, the suspected and confirmed cases of pertussis are reported annually. Due to the lack of similar studies, the purpose of the current study was to determine the Spatio-temporal distribution of Pertussis using Geographic Information System (GIS) to identify high-risk areas in Iran during 2012-2018.

Methods: In the current cross-sectional study, registered data in the department of vaccine-preventable diseases in the Iranian ministry of health were used. To assess the temporal trend, the Cochran–Armitage test was used. To show the spatial distribution and to identify hotspot areas, Choropleth map and Getis-Ord Gi statistics were used. All analyses performed by Arc.map10.5, Stata 15 and Excel 2010.

Results: The incidence of suspect pertussis cases had an increasing trend but did not have a linear trend (p=0.06). Most of the cases happened in under 1 year infants (62.66%). The incidence of reported cases in northern areas was higher than in the Southern areas. The Zanjan had the most reported cases during the understudied period with a median of 7.63 reported cases per 100,000. The clustering of infection and hotspots were identified in northern areas of Iran including Qazvin, Qom, Markazi, and Hamadan.

Conclusion: Our results showed that the cumulative incidence of reported cases is increasing. The northern provinces had the highest incidence of Pertussis. Therefore, the causes of this spatio-temporal pattern of pertussis should be determined. Also, supervision on vaccination programs in high-risk areas is recommended.
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Introduction

Pertussis or whooping cough is a vaccine-preventable respiratory disease that is mainly caused by Bordetella pertussis (1, 2). This infection may present with mild symptoms to fatal complication especially in under 3-month infants (3) and it is one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality among neonates and infants (4). Before the introduction of vaccines, the epidemics of pertussis were reported each 2 to 5 years in the susceptible
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population. Although the presentation of the vaccine has reduced the incidence of the disease, it does not have any effect on reducing epidemic intervals (5). In spite of developing immunization programs in many countries, pertussis remains the important cause of mortality in children leading to about 200,000 annual deaths in under 5 children (6). About 10 million cases of pertussis occur annually in the world, which most of them (about 90 to 95%) occurred in developing countries (7, 8). This reported number had an increasing trend in many countries with high coverage of immunization, and the incidence has shifted the adults (9, 10). This indicates challenges in controlling this infection (11). In Iran such as other developing countries, before conducting the vaccination program, pertussis was the most common public health problem during the past decades. According to World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations, the Iranian Advisory Committee for Immunization Practices (I-ACIP) has initiated EPI (the WHO’s Expanded Program on Immunization) for the prevention of vaccine-preventable diseases such as pertussis since 1983 (12). At present, the coverage rate of many vaccines in Iran is acceptable, and the pertussis vaccine coverage in Iran for 1991, 1992 and 2018 was reported approximately 87%, 95% and 99%, respectively (13, 14). However, the immunization against pertussis cannot produce long immunity (15); hence an increasing trend of new cases of pertussis is possible (16). In Iran, the reported cases of pertussis had an increasing trend in recent years (17). Also, it seems the distribution of pertussis has a spatial pattern. The geographic information system (GIS) is a beneficial epidemiologic method to identify high-risk areas about different diseases (18). This method was used to identify high-risk areas in many infectious diseases (19, 20). Identification of areas with high incidence and prevalence also spatial and temporal distributions of infectious diseases can play an important role in designing prevention programs, as well as for health policymakers. Due to the lack of similar research on Pertussis, the purpose of the current study was to determine the spatio-temporal distribution of pertussis from 2012 to 2018 in Iran and identification of hotspot provinces for the Iranian health policymakers to better plan for preventing and controlling the disease in high-risk provinces of Iran.

Methods
Study area

Iran is a country located in the Middle East and West Asia. The total area of Iran is about 1,648,195 km², and according to the results of the last census in 2016, the total population is about 80 million. Iran has common borders with different countries. In the northwest area it has common borders by Armenia and the Republic of Azerbaijan; in the northern areas by the Caspian Sea, in the northeast by Turkmenistan, in the east by Afghanistan and Pakistan, in the south by the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman and in the west by Turkey and Iraq. According to the latest country divisions, Iran is divided into 31 provinces (21).

Pertussis data

In Iran, the surveillance system for pertussis is accordin-
analysis was used to identify the spatial clusters of diseases. Getis-Ord \( G_i \) statistics were used to identify hotspots. A high score of this index with a lower p-value indicates the clustering of pertussis. The formula of the \( G_i \) statistics is as follows:

\[
G_i^* = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} x_j - \bar{X} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij}}{\sqrt{n \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij}^2 - (\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij})^2}}
\]

Where \( x_j \) is the incidence of pertussis for province \( j \), \( w_{ij} \) is the spatial weight between province \( i \) and \( j \), \( n \) is the total number of provinces. The \( \bar{X} \) and \( S \), are calculated as follows(23):

\[
\bar{X} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_j}{n}
\]

\[
S = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_j^2}{n} - (\bar{X})^2}
\]

All analyses were performed using Arc.map10.5, Stata 15 end Excel 2010, considering \( \alpha: 0.05 \) as a Statistical significant level.

Results

Descriptive statistics

The total number of registered pertussis suspected cases from 20 March 2012 to 19 March 2018 among the Iranian population was about 7775 cases. The mean age of the registered cases was 6.25±19.03 years. 4872 (62.66%) of cases occurred in under 1-year infants. 3,714 (47.87%) of total cases were females and 4,045 (52.13%) of cases were males.

Temporal Distribution

In terms of the trend analysis over time, the incidence of reported cases in different years had an increasing trend. This was not a linear trend (\( p=0.06 \)). The most reported cases were seen from 20 March 2013 to 19 March 2014 (1.87 per 100,000) and 20 March 2017 to 19 March 2018 (1.81 per 100,000). The lowest reported cases were seen from 20 March 2014 to 19 March 2015 (1.28 per 100,000) (Fig. 1).

---

Fig. 1. Time trend of registered suspect cases among Iranian population during 2012-18 (per 100,000)

Fig. 2. The cumulative incidence of suspect pertussis cases (per 100,000) in a different province of Iran during 2012-18
Spatial distribution

Overall, the most cumulative incidence of suspect pertussis cases (per 100,000 population) during the study period (March 2012 to March 2018) was seen in provinces of Zanjan, Mazandaran, Qazvin, and Qom with the median of reported cases 7.6, 5.1, 4.81, and 4.38, respectively. The lowest cumulative incidence of cases was reported from provinces of Fars, Sistan & Baluchestan, West Azerbaijan and Hormozgan, respectively (Figs. 2 and 3). The most incidence cases in 20 March 2012 to 19 March 2013, 20 March 2013 to 19 March 2014, 20 March 2014 to 19 March 2015, 20 March 2015 to 19 March 2016, 20 March 2016 to 19 March 2017 and 20 March 2017 to 19 March 2018 were reported from Mazandaran (9.79 per 100,000), Zanjan (8.33 per 100,000), Mazandaran (4.87 per 100,000), Mazandaran (5.30 per 100,000) Zanjan.
(12.76 per 100,000) and Zanjan (12.85 per 100,000) respectively (Fig. 3).

**Hotspots**

From 20 March 2012 to 19 March 2013, Gilan, Qazvin, Alborz, Hamadan, and Markazi had the highest incidence of suspected pertussis cases (per 100,000) compared to the overall average and considered as hotspots (p<0.05). From 20 March 2013 to 19 March 2014, Qazvin had the most incidence rate of pertussis cases and identified as a hot spot (p<0.01). On 20 March 2014 to 19 March 2015, Gilan, Zanjan, Qazvin, Alborz, Hamadan, Qom, and Markazi identified as hotspot areas because of the cumulative incidence of pertussis cases in these areas was higher than the overall average of the country (p<0.05). From 20 March 2015 to 19 March 2016, Hamadan, Markazi, and Qom provinces were hotspots (p<0.01). In this period, Kerman province had lower incidence cases of pertussis than the overall average of the country, so-identified as a coldspots (p<0.05). From 20 March 2016 to 19 March 2017, Hamadan, Markazi and Qom provinces considered as hotspots (p<0.05). Qazvin identified as a hotspot from 20 March 2017 to 19 March 2018 with the highest incidence cases of suspect pertussis cases (p<0.05) (Fig. 4).

**Fig. 4.** The identified hotspots of pertussis cases in Iran during 2012-18
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Discussion

According to the results of the current study, the mean age of the suspect cases of pertussis was about 6.25 years, with a standard deviation of 19.03 years. It means unlike the traditional opinion, pertussis is not a neonatal and infant's specific infection and it can affect all age groups (24, 25). According to the results of a systematic review and meta-analysis, immunity level decreases every year after injecting the last dose of DTaP vaccine, and 8.5 years after the last vaccination, only 10 percent would be immune against pertussis (26). So a decrease in the immunity level can lead to an increased incidence of pertussis at older ages (27). This finding confirmed by other studies (28, 29).

According to another study, the trend of pertussis incidence in Iran was increasing from 2006 to 2011 (30). This finding is confirmed by the results of the current study. According to our results, the trend of suspect pertussis cases from 2012 to 2018 had a non-linear increasing trend. There were many assumptions for the increasing trend and re-emerging of this bacterial infection in different countries, including improving the sensitivity of surveillance system, improving diagnostic methods, raising awareness about the disease, as well as performing incomplete vaccinations, immunosuppression due to the vaccine or natural infection and bacterial compatibility with immunity that is applied by vaccines (31). Also, the role of the opponent's groups of vaccination should be regarded (32, 33). This group can have an effective role in this re-emerging. Because due to low coverage of vaccination programs in the population, the number of susceptible cases will be increased and due to this, re-emerging and occurrence of outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases will be possible. Also, the immigration of susceptible populations from endemic countries should be considered. The increased immigration of the suspect population to other regions can have an important role in increasing the number of reported cases with an increase in the number of susceptible populations.

Different studies showed the spatial patterns of many infectious diseases such as influenza, dengue hemorrhagic fever, measles, West Nile virus, and Ebola (34-36). Several factors can have a strong effect on the spatial distribution of diseases, among which two important ones are human and ecological-related factors. Human factors include the level of herd immunity, population size and socioeconomic status, and accessibility to public health services in different areas. As an example, the lack of herd immunity in a province can lead to outbreaks and a high incidence of many infectious diseases. Ecological factors that can have a role in the spatial distribution of diseases include climate factors like temperature, rainfall, arid condition, dry farm, and sparse forest regions (37-39). According to our results, the incidence of suspect pertussis cases have spatial pattern and cumulative incidence of this infection in the North of Iran like Mazandaran, Gilan, Zanjan and North Khorasan was more than the Southern areas. Moreover, the spatial clusters of suspect cases were observed in Qazvin, Hamadan, and Qom and Markazi provinces. It means that the incidence of reported cases of pertussis in these provinces and their neighbors was higher than the average of the country and they are high-risk areas for pertussis. The presence of variation in the incidence of pertussis cases among different regions may be due to different factors such as low level of immunity system against the disease and the presence of susceptible individuals, and different weather conditions. Besides, to mention effective factors on the spatial distribution of diseases, the sensitivity of the surveillance system in different provinces should be considered. The higher sensitivity of surveillance systems can lead to higher diagnosis and reporting of cases and vice versa. So the higher incidence of reported cases in some provinces such as Mazandaran and Zanjan may be due to the higher sensitivity of the surveillance system in mentioned provinces. Therefore, for the decreasing effect of the sensitivity of the surveillance system on the heterogeneity of spatial distribution, this parameter should be assessed and adjusted in different provinces. There was some limitation in the current study. Firstly, this study was conducted according to the registered cases by the surveillance system, so the validity of results depends on the quality and validity of the registered data. Secondly, reported cases in different provinces could affect by the sensitivity of the surveillance system in each province so it can lead to the observation of differences in the spatial distribution of the disease.

Conclusion

The trend of reported pertussis cases among the Iranian population was increasing; also, the distribution of this infection had a spatial pattern, and the incidence of it among different areas was not uniform. The northern areas of Iran have more incidence proportion; also, clustering of suspect cases of pertussis was observed in these areas. The mentioned high-risk areas should be considered to develop more supervision on prevention programs such as vaccination.
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